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Abstract 

※ Application Number:

※ Application Date: ※ IPC Classification:

Title of the Invention: Thin wide-angle four-piece imaging lens assembly 

[Chinese] 

A thin wide-angle four-piece imaging lens assembly comprises a lens set and a fixed 

diaphragm, wherein the lens set comprises, sequentially from an object side to an image side 

along an optical axis, a first lens, a second lens, a third lens, and a fourth lens with the 

refractive power being positive, positive, negative, and positive, the surface of the first lens 

facing the object side and adjacent to the central optical axis is a convex surface, the surface 

of the second lens facing the image side and adjacent to the central optical axis is a convex 

surface, the surface of the third lens facing the object side and adjacent to the central optical 

axis is a concave surface and the surface thereof facing the image side and adjacent to the 

central optical axis is a convex surface, and the surface of the fourth lens facing the image 

side and adjacent to the central optical axis is a concave surface, and the fourth lens has at 

least one inflection point located between the optical axis and the aspherical end point; the 

fixed diaphragm is located between the object side and the second lens and satisfies 

15<HFOV/f<50, wherein HFOV represents one half of a maximum angle of view of the lens 

assembly, and f represents a focal length of the lens assembly; and a higher HFOV value and 

a lower f value can make the volume of the entire lens assembly denser and improve the 

resolving power. Therefore, the present invention has advantages of both compact and thin 

design and high performance.  

[English] 
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[Representative Image] 

  

[The designated representative image in this case] Figure (1). 

 

[Brief explanation of component legends in this image] 

 

1…….…lens set     14 ………....fourth lens 

11……...first lens     2 ……..........fixed diaphragm 

12……...second lens     ct1-ct4 …….thickness 

13……...third lens    

 

 

[If there are chemical formulae in this case, please disclose a chemical formula that 

can best illustrate the features of the invention]: 
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Specification of Invention Patent 

(Please do not alter the format or sequence of this specification) 

[Title of the Invention] Thin wide-angle four-piece imaging lens assembly 

[Field of the Invention] 

[0001] The present invention relates to an imaging lens assembly, and in particular to 

a thin wide-angle four-piece imaging lens assembly. 

[Description of the Prior Art] 

[0002] A conventional imaging lens assembly is an imaging lens assembly adopted in 

an electronic product, such as a mobile phone, a smart phone, a tablet computer, a notebook 

computer, a camera, and the like. With the continuous improvement of electronic products, a 

gradual trend appears toward compact and thin design while achieving high performance. As 

a result, imaging lens assemblies are developed to have thin dimensions and become more 

compact as a whole. On the other hand, to improve the resolving power, imaging lens 

assemblies need to be developed to have a wider angle. 

[0003] While conventional imaging lens assemblies, such as those according to the 

patents TW201215941A, TW201224568A, and TW201239443A, are disclosed to be four-

piece imaging lens assemblies, none of the embodiments in the patents further meet the 

requirements for a thin and wide-angle design. 

[0004] Therefore, in order to enable an electronic device to achieve advantages of 

both compact and thin design and high performance, a wide-angle imaging lens assembly 

having thin dimensions that make the overall assembly more compact and capable of 

improving the resolving power is currently desired on the market. 

[Summary of the Invention] 

[0005] Therefore, the objective of the present invention is to provide a thin wide-

angle four-piece imaging lens assembly having thin dimensions that make the overall 

assembly more compact and capable of improving the resolving power. 

[0006] Accordingly, the thin wide-angle four-piece imaging lens assembly of the 

present invention comprises a lens set and a fixed diaphragm. The lens set includes a first 

lens, a second lens, a third lens, and a fourth lens arranged in sequence from an object side to 

an image side along an optical axis. The first lens has a positive refractive power adjacent to 

the central optical axis and has a convex surface that faces the object side, and the first lens 

has at least one surface that is an aspherical surface. The second lens has a positive refractive 

power adjacent to the central optical axis and has a convex surface that faces the image side, 

and the second lens has at least one surface that is an aspherical surface. The third lens has a 

negative refractive power adjacent to the central optical axis and has a concave surface that 

faces the object side and a convex surface that faces the image side, and the third lens has at 

least one surface that is an aspherical surface. The fourth lens has a positive refractive power 

adjacent to the central optical axis and has a concave surface that faces the image side, both 

surfaces of the fourth lens are aspherical surfaces, and at least one of the two surfaces has at 

least one inflection point located between the optical axis and the aspherical end point. The 

fixed diaphragm is located between the object side and the second lens. Here, the thin wide-

angle four-piece imaging lens assembly satisfies the following condition: 
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